Upgrade To
S5
Control the Show

What Is S5?
• The 5th generation of LOR Showtime Suite
• Easier to use
• Sequencer combines S4’s Sequence Editor, Pixel
Editor and Visualizer into one cohesive experience
• Hub supports SD card creation for Director units
and replaces Simple Show Builder
• Easier to create high channel count shows
• Tighter integration with SuperStar
• Complete, built-in documentation
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S5 Computer Requirements
• Windows 7, 8, or 10
– no XP or Vista

• Minimum RAM memory: 4 GB
• Minimum Disk Space: 64 GB
– total including Windows, Light-O-Rama Software Suite, and
sequences

• A Solid State Disk (SSD) drive is optional, but will
greatly improve performance
• Cannot be run side-by-side with another version of
the Light-O-Rama Software Suite
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License Requirements
To check whether or not your license covers this version:
• Go to: http://www1.lightorama.com/software-license-retrieval/
• Enter your email address (the one you purchased your license with)
• An email will be sent to you with information about your license. If
the "Summary" section of the email says...
– Your license covers the latest version, 5.X -- then your license already covers this
version. You can use it without making any additional purchase.
– Your license does not cover the latest version, 5.X -- then your license does not
cover this version. In that case, you can:
•
•
•
•

Purchase an upgrade (this counts as a renewal)
Purchase or upgrade a SuperStar license (this counts as a renewal)
Purchase a license renewal
Choose not to upgrade
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Download S5
Download the latest version of the Light-O-Rama
Software Suite from lightorama.com
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Uninstall The Old Version
Your sequences will stay in place during a reinstallation. However, now
would be a good time to make a BACKUP, if you don't do so regularly.
1. Reboot your computer. After the reboot, make sure no
LOR software is running. In particular, if the LOR
Control Panel is set to load on computer startup, you
will need to right-click on the light bulb icon in the
system tray, then select "Unload Light-O-Rama".
2. Uninstall the current version. In Windows 10, this is done from Settings >
Apps. In prior versions, go to the Control Panel > Programs and Features.
3. Verify that all LOR programs have been removed. If running a 64-bit version
of Windows, go to "C:\Program Files (x86)". On 32-bit versions, go to
"C:\Program Files". If there is still a “Light-O-Rama” folder there, delete it.
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Install The New Version
• Reboot the computer again and make
sure you're logged in with the
administrator privileges
• Find the file you downloaded earlier
and run it
• Follow the prompts
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Start The Sequencer
1. Click Start > Light-O-Rama >
Light-O-Rama Sequencer
2. You may need to re-register the
software if you purchased an
upgrade or renewal.
–

1

Select Help > Register or Upgrade
Light-O-Rama from the Sequencer
menu
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Sequencer Main Window
Version Number

License Level

Preview Management
Window (unpinned)
Playback Window
(pinned)

Control Lights
Window (unpinned)

Tabs provide access to
the Start Page and all
open sequences

Effect Samples
Window (unpinned)

Start Page provides
links to create new
sequences or open
ones that were
accessed recently

Shown with “Dark” theme
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S5 Sequence Process
If upgrading (optional)
1
Import Visualizer file
Import SE animation

Upgrade a sequence
from a prior version

Create a PREVIEW which
defines all of the
channels in your display

Create a new S5
sequence

Import from online
prop libraries

2

A single preview can be used
to create many sequences

3
Save S5 Sequence

Create show using
LOR Hub or
Show Editor

.LOREDIT file
Create SD Card
using LOR Hub
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S5 Sequence Files
• The S5 Sequencer uses a new file format
with a new “.loredit” file extension.
• Your legacy sequences (.las and .lms) and
S5 sequences (.loredit) can be stored in the
same folder.
• In S5, you can open an LMS or LAS file from
S4 (or any prior version) and you will be
guided through the process of upgrading the
file to the new S5 format.
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Sequence Upgrade
• Screen that
appears when
opening a legacy
sequence (LMS
or LAS file)
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How Is A Sequence Upgraded?
Legacy Sequence

S5 Preview / Sequence

Name

Channel

Prop

Channel

Window 1

LOR Regular, Unit 01, Circuit 1

Window Left

LOR Regular, Unit 01, Circuit 1

Window 2

LOR Regular, Unit 01, Circuit 2

Window Right

LOR Regular, Unit 01, Circuit 2

Arch Seg 1

LOR Regular, Unit 02, Circuit 1

5 Seg Arch

LOR Regular, Unit 02, Circuit 1

Arch Seg 2

LOR Regular, Unit 02, Circuit 2

LOR Regular, Unit 02, Circuit 2

Arch Seg 3

LOR Regular, Unit 02, Circuit 3

LOR Regular, Unit 02, Circuit 3

Arch Seg 4

LOR Regular, Unit 02, Circuit 4

LOR Regular, Unit 02, Circuit 4

Arch Seg 5

LOR Regular, Unit 02, Circuit 5

LOR Regular, Unit 02, Circuit 5

Items are matched based on channel assignment
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What Are Archived Props?
• Archived props are an inactive part of the sequence.
• They contain effects and can be displayed on the
sequence grid (they are shown with an "@" symbol
as a prefix).
• Each archived prop has its own prop definition that
is not part of the preview.

• Archived props are not shown in the playback window when the
sequence is played and they cannot control real lights.
• Archived props are a benefit because the sequencing on old
props/channels is preserved, allowing you to decide what action to
take and when.

@Archived
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When Are Archived Props Created?
• If you upgrade a sequence, and the preview does not
contain all of the channels in the sequence, then the
missing channels will be archived. Common causes:
– Using an imported Visualizer file that does not contain all of the
channels in the sequence
– Using an imported SE Animation that does not contain all of the
channels in the sequence
– Using an upgraded PE preview that does not contain all of the
channels in the sequence
– Using a preview that contains changes for next season

@Archived
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Fixing Archived Props
The “fix” depends whether the channel is one that you want
to keep going forward, or not.
1. Modify the preview and try upgrading the sequence again
2. Select Sequence > Manage Archived Props from the
menu. From there you can:
–
–
–

perform bulk deletions
convert archived props to beat channels
add them to your preview (making them a full-fledged members
of your sequence, capable of controlling lights)

@Archived
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Manage Archived Props
• Check the boxes next to
the archived props you
want to take action on.
• After you have selected
the desired props, take
action by clicking one of
the 3 big buttons

@Archived
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Congrats!
You are now
running S5
We Make It Easy!
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